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MEETINGS WITH MOYANE 

5. I have, after consultation of records at my disposal and due reflection of past 

events, only met with Moyane once, which meeting occurred as follows: 

5.1. Although I cannot recall the exact date of the meeting, I recall 

attending a face-to-face meeting with Moyane, Vittorio Massone 

(Massone) and me, during which meeting we discussed the 'outside-

in' document entitled "SARS 2.0 dated 13 October 2013 and prepared 

by me, and answered some questions forthcoming from Moyane 

regarding the business of the South African Revenue Service 

(SARS). 

6. To the best of my recollection after having consulted my records, my 

involvement in producing the documents for these meetings was as follows: 

6.1. A document (Annexure ST1) dated 13 October 2013 entitled SARS 

2.0, which I prepared at the request of Vittorio Massone when I was 

still a principal (i.e. before my promotion to partner) for the meeting 

that took place around this time;  

6.2. A document (Annexure ST2) entitled TM 100 days (I do not have the 

date), which was prepared by Alexis Bour (Bour) and I supported him 

on. This is the classic “first 100 days” deck we commonly do for any 

future CEO; and 

6.3. A draft structure chart (Annexure ST3) that was prepared by Bour. I 

have this document in my files only because it was shared with me 

shared with me by Alexis, who asked me to “sense check” it was in 

consistent with previous work we had done on SARS (it was). 

Background and Context to documents 

 

7. If it is helpful to the Commission, I would be happy to provide the background 

as to how the outside-in documentation I have produced for these meeting 

was prepared. 
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